
From

:~Ramola-grace/Ramola D
:~Journalist-and-mother

To

The Commissioner
Jeffrey C. Riley
Massachusetts Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
75 Pleasant Street
Malden, MA 02148 

September 16, 2021

Second Notice of Grievous Harm to Schoolchildren in Massachusetts Due to Commissioner and 
DESE Board-Issued Mask Mandate for K-12 Children in School; Notice of Dangers from the COVID
Investigational New Drugs Which are Gene-Therapy and not Vaccines

First Notice: Physical and Psychological Harm to Schoolchildren: Dangerous Mask Mandates and 
Nonstop COVID-Testing, Monitoring, and Policing are Not the Purview of Public School Education 
and MUST BE HALTED IMMEDIATELY/Sent to Commissioner and DESE Board Sep 2, 2021

Dear Mr. Riley,

I am following up on my letter to your office regarding the grave dangers to Massachusetts children 

from being masked all day, to which I did not receive a response, nor a positive outcome, since it 

appears your mask mandate—which is not lawful—is still in effect. 

I have now watched the livestream of your August 24, 2021 meeting and vote to condemn our 

schoolchildren to 8-hour mask-wearing (which even you and your staff do not engage in, I am sure) 

where except for one board member's reasoned articulation of the harms to children and 

counterindication of masks, no information was surfaced or shared regarding the grave psychological, 

physical, biological, and immunological harm to children from prolonged wearing of masks all day.  I 

will be reporting shortly on this meeting and mandate, which clearly shows that the Board of 

Elementary and Secondary Education has not at all taken into account the many extant studies on the 

great risks and harms from wearing of masks, as well as the ineffectiveness of masks in preventing, 

curtailing, or limiting the spread of any infectious viral disease. 
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I enclose with this letter a listing of studies, articles, reports, video statements by experts, video 

testimonials by experts, parents, and children, which I will also post at my site and update on a rolling 

basis. 

K-12 MASK MANDATES DO NOT SAFEGUARD CHILDREN'S HEALTH;

MASK RISKS INCLUDE BACTERIAL PNEUMONIA, HYPERCAPNIA, HYPOXIA

Contrary to the statements voiced by you and a couple other members of the Board including the 

Secretary of Education Mr. James Peyser, the safety of the school and schoolchildren from any kind of 

respiratory disease is not enhanced by mask-wearing; it is evident from all studies and reports from 

physicians in fact that the opposite is true: children and adults both are in danger of contracting 

bacterial pneumonia from prolonged mask-wearing, with high risk of life-threatening hypercapnia and 

hypoxia. Please consult the list enclosed and read the scientific reviews listed, listen to the video 

testimonials for verification of this information. 

Especially please examine the reviews analyzed by Professor Denis Rancourt in his compendium: 

Masks Don't Work—A Review of Science Relevant to COVID-19 Social Policy. Here is his summary/  

abstract (emphases mine): 

“Masks and respirators do not work. 

There have been extensive randomized controlled trial (RCT) studies, and meta-analysis 
reviews of RCT studies, which all show that masks and respirators do not work to prevent 
respiratory influenza-like illnesses, or respiratory illnesses believed to be transmitted by 
droplets and aerosol particles.

Furthermore, the relevant known physics and biology, which I review, are such that masks and 
respirators should not work. It would be a paradox if masks and respirators worked, given what
we know about viral respiratory diseases: The main transmission path is long-residence-time 
aerosol particles (< 2.5 μm), which are too fine to be blocked, and the minimum-infective-dose 
is smaller than one aerosol particle. 

The present paper about masks illustrates the degree to which governments, the mainstream 
media, and institutional propagandists can decide to operate in a science vacuum, or select 
only incomplete science that serves their interests. Such recklessness is also certainly the 
case with the current global lockdown of over 1 billion people, an unprecedented experiment in 
medical and political history.” 
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K-12 MASK MANDATES ARE NOT LAWFUL NOR ARE THEY LEGAL;

MASKS ARE KNOWN TO BE HARMFUL

In the lawsuit which Children's Health Defense filed against the New York Commissioner of Health 

recently, on the basis of which the Mask Mandate in New York was repealed, the following points, 

which apply also to Massachusetts, were made—please note that unquoted text below is mine, based on

information in the lawsuit, on information from the FDA website, and on previous reportage:

• “The Mask Mandate is unlawful under international, federal, constitutional, and state law.”

• Mask-wearing had only been suggested earlier by the CDC and FDA on the basis of an 

Emergency – but there is no Emergency in Massachusetts currently, even as pronounced by 

the Governor—in itself an unlawful pronouncement, given all faulty data from the CDC, as 

discussed earlier. 

• “Vaccines and masks used for a medical purpose are regulated by the FDA.”

• The FDA cannot and does not recommend indiscriminatory use of masks—because masks are

an “unlicensed medical device”; the FDA cannot and does not recommend everyone wear 

masks to prevent disease because no individual risk assessments are possible or have been 

made, and without such, no widespread recommendation or mandate can be made.  

• “The FDA has not approved any vaccine or mask intended to be used for general use against 

SARS-CoV-2 other than through an EUA.”

• “It is unlawful under the EUA to even represent that the vaccines or the masks are safe or 

effective, leave aside to mandate or coerce them.”

• “Masks, when used for the purpose of infection mitigation, are also experimental devices and 

are only authorized for general use outside of hospitals pursuant to their own EUAs.” 

• “The FDA recognizes that the data on prolonged mask use is limited and it is not legal to 

represent that prolonged mask-use by the general public to mitigate transmission of pathogens

is either safe or effective for such use pursuant to the terms of their EUA.” 

• “No peer reviewed study has yet found that widespread use of cloth masks or reusable surgical

masks can mitigate the spread of SARS-CoV-2 or any other similar aerosolized pathogens. At 

best, there are hypothetical “modeling” studies which are inherently unreliable and subject to 

layered, flawed assumptions. Thus far, the models have not been established to be true by any

hard science.”

• “The only randomized controlled trial of cloth masks showed that cloth masks actually increase
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the risk of health complications and spread of disease rather than help stop its spread. Based 

on this study, guidelines were updated to recommend that it is safer for healthcare workers to 

have no mask than to use a cloth or reusable mask.”

• “The peer-reviewed evidence available shows that serious adverse health outcomes can and 

do occur from prolonged mask use.”

• “A recent study out of India found a significant correlation between prolonged use of cloth 

masks and black fungal lung infections.” 

• “Other known serious health effects that can be induced by prolonged mask use include but 

are not limited to fungal, bacterial and viral infection in the mouth and respiratory tract, fatigue, 

loss of concentration, headaches, loss of brain function, long-term neurodegenerative disease, 

lack of normal cognitive development, increased susceptibility to viral infections and illnesses, 

cardiovascular disease, hypertension, exacerbation of existing chronic disease, premature 

aging, premature death, hypoxia, hypercapnia, shortness of breath, increased lactate 

concentration, acidosis, toxicity, chronic inflammation, self-contamination, increase in stress 

hormone levels, increased muscle tension, immunosuppression, panic, anxiety, 

claustrophobia, mood disturbances, and compromised cognitive performance.” 

• “The Mask Mandate violates several fundamental rights, including but not limited 

to the right to be free from forced medical experimentation.”

• “This right is both a fundamental right pursuant to United States Supreme Court 

jurisprudence but is also recognized as a jus cogens norm under the laws of nations.”

• “As set forth more fully above, the forced administration of either experimental 

vaccines or masks is, under the circumstances, experimental medicine. “

• Due process protected in the US Constitution allows all parents “to refuse non-consensual 

administration of any objectionable medical product, and/or to be free from the forced 

administration of medical procedures and devices” which parents reasonably believe will cause

their children harm.

• All parents and children in America have “a fundamental right, secured by the Due Process 

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution: 

• a. to breathe fresh air; 

• b. to self-determination in matters of medical care and the administration of medical 

products and devices;

• c. to medical privacy; and 

• d. Pursuant to the First and Fourteenth Amendment, to freely express (their) viewpoints on 
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masks...” 

The full lawsuit is posted online here: https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/NY-Mask-

lawsuit.pdf

Further, Anna de Buisseret, attorney and former military officer in the UK has published vital 

information for governments and schools to be aware of before issuing dangerous edicts and mandates 

counter-indicative to human health, published in my article of Jan 26, 2021: 

No President, Governor, or Mayor Can Mandate Wearing Masks, Taking Tests, Taking Vaccines, 

or Self-Isolating: These Are Not Laws Anyone Need Follow, They Are Outright Deceptions. 

Although Anna de Buisseret is speaking of laws in the United Kingdom, the very same considerations 

apply in the United States as well: 

“Anyone being asked to wear or use a medical device - such as a mask - should be medically 
assessed by an Occupational Health team for their INDIVIDUAL risk posed to them by wearing 
a mask.

Failure to conduct a Health & Safety Risk assessment is both a civil and a potentially criminal 
offence.

Therefore both the Government and the supermarkets - and anyone else enforcing mask 
mandates in the absence of a full Health & Safety Risk assessment in the workplace -, is acting
unlawfully and can be held PERSONALLY liable for the damage caused to the individual.”

There is much to be said on this subject, Mr. Riley, but it all boils down to this, which many scientists 
and lawyers are expressing, with evidence, over and over: Mask mandates for schoolchildren, 
demanding prolonged wear of masks during the school day, are supremely harmful and 
completely unlawful and illegal. 

It appears that you as Commissioner and the entire Board which has permitted this mandate to be rolled
out on schoolchildren in Massachusetts has made a dreadful mistahe; it is not too late to amend this 
grave error in judgment and governance and halt the mask mandates immediately. 

Our children need to breathe freely, think freely, and study freely, unencumbered by medical devices 
which they are not required medically to wear, and most definitely not for extended periods of time. 

COVID VACCINES ARE NOT REALLY VACCINES BUT INVESTIGATIONAL NEW DRUGS 
WHICH ARE GENE-THERAPY AND TOXIN-LADEN 
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I have covered this subject for so long now that it is very clear to me—as to millions around the world 
who are not being swayed by the pharmaceutical propaganda being exclusively churned out by 
corporate media (who are suppressing all true scientific and critical enquiry)—that the COVID 
“vaccines,” as Funeral Director John O' Looney says are “lethal injections” which are creating death 
and injury, being passed off as the “Delta Variant.” This is a must-listen interview with this concerned 
funeral director who reveals the truth about COVID: There is no COVID pandemic, he says, but people
and now children are being forced to take a dangerous new drug which is gene-therapy or genetic-
engineering, which is what is causing deaths now, due to strokes, heart attacks, blood clots, and multi-
organ dysfunction. Must Watch! Funeral Director John O' Looney Blows the Whistle on COVID/Max 
Igan

I recently sent this letter (on Sep 14, 2021) to the principal and school nurse at North Quincy High 
School after I learned that NQHS plans COVID Vaccine Clinics on campus, and it encapsulates what 
needs to be fully known across Massachusetts about the vaccines which are not vaccines:

“Dear Martina Ryan and Keith Ford,

As a parent of a child at NQHS and a journalist reporting on COVID, I
must let you know that the COVID vaccines are causing 1000s of deaths
and millions of terrible injuries in both adults and teenagers and
children, and it is not right that NQHS should be holding vaccination
clinics on campus. 

New information being published by scientists also reveals that the
flu vaccines, like the COVID vaccines, contain toxic graphene oxide
and are responsible for the many aftereffects of the flu vaccine such
as Guillain Barre syndrome and blood clots. 

Please peruse these recent articles I have published on the subject. I
have written to the Massachusetts Commissioner Jeffrey C Riley and am
exploring the matter further whereby he has demanded children wear
masks and are subjected to monitoring and testing everyday, with the
intent of increasing vaccination rates--I will publish on this soon. 

I will enclose a copy of the letter for you, it is also in one of the
articles; as educators you should know what is in these articles, and
what is being brought forward by scientists and reported:

Science Journalist & Mother to Massachusetts Commissioner ofEducation: 
Physical and Psychological Harm to Schoolchildren:Dangerous Mask Mandates 
and Nonstop COVID-Testing, Monitoring, andPolicing are Not the Purview of 
Public School Education and 
MUST/https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/09/05/science-journalist-mother-to-
massachusetts-commissioner-of-education-physical-and-psychological-harm-to-
schoolchildren-dangerous-mask-mandates-and-nonstop-covid-testing-
monitoring-and-policing-a/

Mass      Deception in Massachusetts Defies the Science, Ignores the 
Data:     Provenly UNsafe, Toxin-Laden COVID Vaccines, Harmful Masks, Harmful 
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Tests, Not-Proved-to-Exist Virus, All Set to Harm Children Now: Parents      Must 
Act/https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/09/11/mass-deception-in-massachusetts-
defies-the-science-ignores-the-data-provenly-unsafe-toxin-laden-covid-vaccines-
harmful-masks-harmful-tests-not-proved-to-exist-virus-all-set-to-harm-children-
now/

Clot      Formation Post Pfizer/Moderna/All Gene-BasedVaccines Potentially      
Lethal, Children Must Not Get the Shot: UrgentAppeal from      Microbiologist Dr. 
Sucharit Bhakdi/https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/05/30/clot-formation-post-
pfizer-moderna-all-gene-based-vaccines-potentially-lethal-children-must-not-get-
the-shot-urgent-appeal-from-microbiologist-dr-sucharit-bhakdi/

A school is not a place for a vaccine clinic or, more accurately, a
clinical trial. Please be aware children and teenagers have died, have
suffered serious injury, have been diagnosed with myocarditis, after
being given this terrible Investigational new drug which is not really
a vaccine--it is a spike protein maker, a genetic-alteration device,
and a depositor of nanotechnology. NQHS is opening itself up for
liability by encouraging and coercing children to take harmful
vaccines and untested drugs on site. 

Please carefully consider what you are doing and take action to
protect our children from untested and experimental drugs which are
causing distinct harm to all. 

Listen to this testimonial from just two young people who took the
vaccine and were harmed by it:

I was a normal girl until I got vaccinated
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/09/watch-west-virginia-university-
employee-speaks-horrible-pain-suffering-getting-vaxxed-employee-meeting-
mandatory-vaccine-mandate/

Listen to Dr. Anne McCloskey speaking out about how the vaccine is
just causing extreme harm and must be halted:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/SyTAcSOVZDfr/

This is a time for all educated professionals such as you and I to use
our skillsets and our critical faculties to carefully examine the
evidence and then make powerful decisions to protect our children,
even if they go against the prevailing dominant narratives. Consider
please that these narratives dominate only because mainstream media
completely obliterates all mention of the negative effects and deaths
accruing from this vaccine. 

The Massachusetts Commissioner of Education and the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health are not being led by the science, data, or
facts. They are currently pushing a dangerous experimental treatment causing
grave harm on our children. 
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Please stand up for what is right and halt these planned clinics at
once, and please take action to halt the mask and testing mandates as
well. 

Our children's healthcare is not the business of the school or the
state. Currently, it looks like the misguided, misled, misstepping
policies of the state and the school are in Great Danger of harming our children. 

If and when North Quincy High School children start dying of the
"vaccine" you are making it so easy for them to get, with clinics on
campus, the liability and responsibility for their death will land firmly at
your doorstep if you do not act now to halt this catastrophe.

Do not hesitate to reach out to me for further information should you
need it. My article "In a sea of lies..." at my website
(everydayconcerned.net) is collecting factual information on the masks,
tests, vaccines, while my article "Toxins in the vaccines, tests,masks" collects 
info on the toxins found.

My cell is 617-347-9281; I can be reached at this email and at
ramolad@everydayconcerned.net.

Letter to the Commissioner enclosed.

Thanks very much,
:~Ramola D
:~Mom to a 11th-grader at NQHS 

Kindly consult the many articles at my website on the toxins being identified and found by electron 
microscopy, phase contrast optical microscopy, and X-ray spectroscopy by different teams of scientists 
in the US, Spain, Argentina, and elsewhere in the 4 major COVID “vaccines”: this is truly revelatory 
information which demands our immediate attention as parents and educators: we cannot impose these 
dubious injections on our children when the vaccines are filled with toxins and causing blood clots, 
miscarriages, heart attacks, paralysis, convulsions, and death in thousands of young people.

Please see my latest article where I have included the figures on death and mortality currently from the 
two VAERS databases in the US and Europe, the CDC VAERS and EudraVigilance:

New Micrographs Reveal Graphene Oxide and Parasites in the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID 
Vaccine/https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/09/15/new-micrographs-reveal-graphene-oxide-
and-parasites-in-the-pfizer-biontech-covid-vaccine/

Also kindly note that many doctors have examined the data and spoken out about how these gene-
therapy mRNA drugs are also causing sterility in our children, a subject I examined with focus in this 
article:

Mass Sterilization (and Deaths) of Children and Youth with Toxin-Laden COVID-19 
Experimental Vaccines is Underway; Doctors Plead for a Halt: Pregnant Women and Children 
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Must NOT Get the Vaccine/https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/08/25/mass-sterilization-and-
deaths-of-children-and-youth-with-toxin-laden-covid-19-experimental-vaccines-is-underway-
doctors-plead-for-a-halt-pregnant-women-and-children-must-not-get-the-vaccine/

It is profoundly alarming to me therefore that the Secretary of Education and the Commissioner of 
Education made remarks at the Board Meeting promoting and anticipating 80% COVID-vaccination 
and more from the school population. 

All information, scientific and clinical, points to these drugs being supremely harmful for all, and most 
definitely supremely harmful for children. 

I ask you to please examine the evidence, inform yourself of the facts, and take action immediately to 
protect our children by immediately halting all mask mandates, all testing mandates, all vaccination 
clinics, and all promotion of these dangerous and lethal injections. As educators, the Board and 
Commissioner should be speaking out about the real science and harms of the vaccines and masks and 
surveillance-testing, not promoting them.

As before, I will send this letter to the Board members, Quincy School Committee members, 
Superintendent, QPS, Principal, NQHS, and publish it shortly at my website. 

I look forward to positive action from your office in protection of all Massachusetts schoolchildren.

Sincerely, 

:~Ramola-grace/Ramola D

:~Mom to a 11th grader, North Quincy High School

:~Writer, journalist, educator

Attached: Mask Information For All Educators 
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MASKS: INFORMATION for all Educators VITAL TO ADDRESS WHEN EXAMINING THE 
ISSUE OF MASKING SCHOOLCHILDREN, WHICH IS UNNECESSARY, 
COUNTERINDICATED, UNHEALTHFUL, AND HARMFUL TO CHILDREN of all age groups
, FROM ALL SERIOUS STUDIES, ANALYSES, REPORTS, STATEMENTS BY EXPERTS:

1. DEL BIGTREE SHOW, HIGHWIRE, August 20, 2021:
*Matt Walsh Informs a School Board on Dangers of Masks;
*Robert Kennedy Jr on 5G Safety Case with FCC and Harms from 5G, Which COVID is 
bringing in;
*Jeffrey Jaxen Reads out Info on Worldwide & CDC, FDA, AAP Studies on 
Children/Youth Suffering Profound Psychological Harm from Masks, Lockdowns;
*Dr. Stephanie Reynold on the Psychological Aspects of Harming Children with Mask 
Mandates
https://www.bitchute.com/video/vZJxNTD86e59/

Potential Harms/LINKS FROM THE DEL BIGTREE SHOW:
----------------------
TOXINS FOUND ON THE MASKS:
29) https://www.ed.ac.uk/news/all-news/nanofibres-220812
30) https://rationalground.com/dangerous-pathogens-found-on-childrens-face-masks/
31) https://www.ecotextile.com/2021040127603/dyes-chemicals-news/exclusive-chemical-
cocktail-found-in-face-masks.html
MENTAL HEALTH, PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH OF CHILDREN NEGATIVELY 
IMPACTED:
32) http://s3.amazonaws.com/media2.fairhealth.org/whitepaper/asset/The%20Impact
%20of%20COVID-19%20on%20Pediatric%20Mental%20Health%20-%20A%20Study
%20of%20Private%20Healthcare%20Claims%20-%20A%20FAIR%20Health%20White
%20Paper.pdf/The Impact of COVID-19 on Pediatric Mental Health/FAIR Health
33) https://www.bmj.com/content/370/bmj.m3021/rr-6/Face coverings for covid-19: from 
medical intervention to social practice—Risks to prolonged wear
34) https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/18/8/4344
35) https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-124394/v2 

2. Video Testimonial about Danger of Masks from Dr. Judy Wilman, Australia:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RHNFd2u5BCVh/?list=notifications&randomize=false

3. Video Testimonial/Planet Lockdown interview from 11-year-old about Going to School 
with Masks, Constant Gelling of Hands, and Living in Fear of Being Policed Nonstop:

https://rumble.com/vib7lx-emma-from-portugal-planet-lockdown.html
(This child relays powerful commentary on how she learned nothing for 6 months, 
suffered nonstop in the mask, had headaches, was policed to death by spying and paranoid
teachers, and lived in fear of mask and distancing police through the whole school day, 
while fixations on COVID nonstop (a mild flu at best, for most) make her upset—not 
wanting to go to school anymore, fearing for the future where she sees continued 
oppression.)
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https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-124394/v2
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/18/8/4344
https://www.bmj.com/content/370/bmj.m3021/rr-6
http://s3.amazonaws.com/media2.fairhealth.org/whitepaper/asset/The%20Impact%20of%20COVID-19%20on%20Pediatric%20Mental%20Health%20-%20A%20Study%20of%20Private%20Healthcare%20Claims%20-%20A%20FAIR%20Health%20White%20Paper.pdf
http://s3.amazonaws.com/media2.fairhealth.org/whitepaper/asset/The%20Impact%20of%20COVID-19%20on%20Pediatric%20Mental%20Health%20-%20A%20Study%20of%20Private%20Healthcare%20Claims%20-%20A%20FAIR%20Health%20White%20Paper.pdf
http://s3.amazonaws.com/media2.fairhealth.org/whitepaper/asset/The%20Impact%20of%20COVID-19%20on%20Pediatric%20Mental%20Health%20-%20A%20Study%20of%20Private%20Healthcare%20Claims%20-%20A%20FAIR%20Health%20White%20Paper.pdf
https://www.ecotextile.com/2021040127603/dyes-chemicals-news/exclusive-chemical-cocktail-found-in-face-masks.html
https://www.ecotextile.com/2021040127603/dyes-chemicals-news/exclusive-chemical-cocktail-found-in-face-masks.html
https://rationalground.com/dangerous-pathogens-found-on-childrens-face-masks/
https://www.ed.ac.uk/news/all-news/nanofibres-220812
https://www.bitchute.com/video/vZJxNTD86e59/


4. New Study Finds Masks Hurt Schoolchildren Physically, Psychologically, and 
Behaviorally/Headlines/By Reagan Hall/January 25, 
2021/https://montanadailygazette.com/2021/01/25/new-study-finds-masks-hurt-
schoolchildren-physically-psychologically-and-behaviorally/

5. GERMAN MASK STUDY AND COMMENT FROM KRISTEN MEGHAN, SENIOR 
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST at Research Square publication of German study on masks 
on children: Corona children studies "Co-Ki": First results of a Germany-wide registry 
on mouth and nose covering (mask) in children/Silke Schwarz, Ekkehart Jenetzky, Hanno 
Krafft, Tobias Maurer, David Martin/https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-
124394/v2

6. DANISH MASK STUDY FOUND MASKS TO BE OF NO BENEFIT/ 

https://swprs.org/danish-mask-study-no-benefit/

7. DANISH MASK STUDY: Effectiveness of Adding a Mask Recommendation to Other 

Public Health Measures to Prevent SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Danish Mask Wearers/A 

Randomized Controlled Trial

8. MASKING CHILDREN: TRAGIC, UNSCIENTIFIC AND DAMAGING/DR. PAUL E. ALEXANDER, DR. 

HOWARD C. TENENBAUM, DR. PERVEZ DARA/ https://www.aier.org/article/masking-children-tragic-

unscientific-and-damaging/

9. A GROUP OF PARENTS SENT THEIR KIDS' FACE MASKS TO A LAB FOR ANALYSIS. HERE'S 

WHAT THEY FOUND/ https://townhall.com/tipsheet/scottmorefield/2021/06/15/a-group-of-parents-sent-

their-kids-face-masks-to-a-lab-for-analysis-heres-what-they-found-n2591047

10. Masking Kids is Unscientific, Irrational Child Abuse/New York Post: 

https://nypost.com/2021/08/01/masking-kids-and-closing-schools-is-irrational-child-abuse/

11. Video Statement by Dr Susan Hopkins, Public Health England, about the need not to mask children, and

why it is found to be harmful and counterindicated: https://everydayconcerned.net/wp-

content/uploads/2021/09/PublicHealthEngland-DrSusanHopkins-NoMasksForKids.mp4

12. DeSantis holds roundtable on masks in schools: “This should absolutely not be imposed.”/Alachua 

Chronicle, July 27,2021—Vital information, with transcript of roundtable and important statements from 

child psychiatrists and pediatricians.

13. Study: Are Face Masks Effective? The Evidence/Swiss Policy Research, https://swprs.org/face-

masks-evidence/ (Excerpt below)

1. A May 2020 meta-study on pandemic influenza published by the US CDC found that face masks had
no effect, neither as personal protective equipment nor as a source control. (Source) 
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https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article
https://swprs.org/face-masks-evidence/
https://swprs.org/face-masks-evidence/
https://alachuachronicle.com/desantis-holds-roundtable-on-masks-in-schools-this-should-absolutely-not-be-imposed/
https://everydayconcerned.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/PublicHealthEngland-DrSusanHopkins-NoMasksForKids.mp4
https://everydayconcerned.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/PublicHealthEngland-DrSusanHopkins-NoMasksForKids.mp4
https://nypost.com/2021/08/01/masking-kids-and-closing-schools-is-irrational-child-abuse/
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/scottmorefield/2021/06/15/a-group-of-parents-sent-their-kids-face-masks-to-a-lab-for-analysis-heres-what-they-found-n2591047
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/scottmorefield/2021/06/15/a-group-of-parents-sent-their-kids-face-masks-to-a-lab-for-analysis-heres-what-they-found-n2591047
https://www.aier.org/article/masking-children-tragic-unscientific-and-damaging/
https://www.aier.org/article/masking-children-tragic-unscientific-and-damaging/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33205991/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33205991/
https://swprs.org/danish-mask-study-no-benefit/
https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-124394/v2
https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-124394/v2


2. A Danish randomized controlled trial with 6000 participants, published in the Annals of Internal 
Medicine in November 2020, found no statistically significant effect of high-quality medical face 
masks against SARS-CoV-2 infection in a community setting. (Source) 

3. A large randomized controlled trial with close to 8000 participants, published in October 2020 in 
PLOS One, found that face masks “did not seem to be effective against laboratory-confirmed viral 
respiratory infections nor against clinical respiratory infection.” (Source) 

4. A February 2021 review by the European CDC found no high-quality evidence supporting the 
effectiveness of non-medical and medical face masks in the community. Furthermore, the European 
CDC advised against the use of FFP2/N95 masks by the general public. (Source) 

5. A July 2020 review by the Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine found that there is no 
evidence for the effectiveness of face masks against virus infection or transmission. (Source) 

6. A November 2020 Cochrane review found that face masks did not reduce influenza-like illness (ILI) 
cases, neither in the general population nor in health care workers. (Source) 

7. An April 2020 review by two US professors in respiratory and infectious disease from the University 
of Illinois concluded that face masks have no effect in everyday life, neither as self-protection nor to
protect third parties (so-called source control). (Source) 

8. An article in the New England Journal of Medicine from May 2020 came to the conclusion that 
face masks offer little to no protection in everyday life. (Source) 

9. A 2015 study in the British Medical Journal BMJ Open found that cloth masks were penetrated by 
97% of particles and may increase infection risk by retaining moisture or repeated use. (Source) 

10. An August 2020 review by a German professor in virology, epidemiology and hygiene found 

that there is no evidence for the effectiveness of face masks and that the improper daily use 

of masks by the public may in fact lead to an increase in infections. (Source)” 

14. Masks Don't Work—A Review of Science Relevant to COVID-19 Social Policy (a review of the 

scientific literature), Professor Denis Rancourt: 

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/downloads/en/legal/science/rancourt.pdf

15. Video Caution from Dr. Vernon Coleman: Most Mask Wearers will be Dead or Demented in Ten 

Years - Dr. Vernon Coleman (Vital to watch, summarizes trials, studies, establishes masks 

produce bacterial pneumonia and death)

16. No President, Governor, or Mayor Can Mandate Wearing Masks, Taking Tests, Taking Vaccines, 

or Self-Isolating: These Are Not Laws Anyone Need Follow, They Are Outright 

Deceptions/Ramola D/The Everyday Concerned Citizen/Jan 26, 2021—Includes statement by 

attorney Anna De Buisseret on Lack of Govt Risk Assesments and clear illegality of mask 

mandates

17. Winning Lawsuit by Children's Health Defense causing New York Health Commissioner to Repeal

Mask Mandate: https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/NY-Mask-lawsuit.pdf 
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https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/NY-Mask-lawsuit.pdf
https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/01/26/no-president-governor-or-mayor-can-mandate-wearing-masks-taking-tests-taking-vaccines-or-self-isolating-these-are-not-laws-anyone-need-follow-they-are-outright-deceptions/
https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/01/26/no-president-governor-or-mayor-can-mandate-wearing-masks-taking-tests-taking-vaccines-or-self-isolating-these-are-not-laws-anyone-need-follow-they-are-outright-deceptions/
https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/01/26/no-president-governor-or-mayor-can-mandate-wearing-masks-taking-tests-taking-vaccines-or-self-isolating-these-are-not-laws-anyone-need-follow-they-are-outright-deceptions/
https://www.brighteon.com/3ac3a2c3-b632-4cb8-8c18-f823b973bd95
https://www.brighteon.com/3ac3a2c3-b632-4cb8-8c18-f823b973bd95
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/downloads/en/legal/science/rancourt.pdf
https://www.thieme-connect.com/products/ejournals/html/10.1055/a-1174-6591
https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/5/4/e006577
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2006372
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/04/commentary-masks-all-covid-19-not-based-sound-data
https://www.cochrane.org/CD006207/ARI_do-physical-measures-such-hand-washing-or-wearing-masks-stop-or-slow-down-spread-respiratory-viruses
https://www.cebm.net/covid-19/masking-lack-of-evidence-with-politics/
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/covid-19-face-masks-community-first-update.pdf
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0240287
https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/10.7326/M20-6817
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